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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Like many good intentions 

my ramblings through the pages 
of The Revealer will have to wait 
for the next issue. As in any 
volunteer association the 
leadership is almost always 
changing. By the time you 
receive this issue Bill O'Connor 
will have handed over the treasury 
to our long time member and 
tireless volunteer Peg Zellers. We 

all owe Bill our sincere gratitude for all the diligent work he 
has put into his job over the last 5 years. Because of these 
efforts the Clark committee has chosen Bill as the 1990 
recipient of this award. Thank you Bill for a job well done. 

Needless to say I am delighted to have Peg as our new 
treasurer and I want you all to check your membership status 
and bring it up to date, if need be, to help her in her transition. 

How can anyone say enough about the 1990 recipient of 
the Thomas E. Field award. A finer choice could not have been 
made than Bill Zellers. Anyone who has been involved in Irish 
Philately knows how this man has dedicated himself to our 
hobby through his leadership, research and writing, exhibiting 
and world travel in conjunction with major philatelic events. I 
am sure I speak for all our members when I say a sincere 
congratulations Bill. 

Pat has asked me to keep this one short so until next time, 
good collecting. '* 
T. E. Field A ward to Zellers 

by Peter Bugg 

Colonel Zellers was selected as the 1990 recipient of the 
Thomas Edwin Field A ward in recognition of his outstanding 
achievements and service to Irish Philately, in particular, his 
sharing with his fellow philatelists of his knowledge of Poslal 
Stationary, Railway Letter Stamps and Revenues through his 
successful exhibiting of these aspects. In addition his many 
services to the Eire Philatelic Association and the Irish 
Philatelic Circle including the presidency of both organizations 
have been particularly notable. Colonel Zellers has continued 
the tradition of sharing that was personified by the late 
Thomas Edwin Field. 

The award includes life membership in the EPA, as well as 
the EPA medal and appropriate certificate. $t 

l!E~-w--·ii·--·ic·~!m!l 
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m
. Attention Members m· 

Mike O'Connor is preparing a new Member • 

Directory. If you DO NOT want your address I 
••• listed write now. .,.. 
M 74 Woodside Cir, Fairfield, CT 06430 M 
l~~~?- •• ~!451.JIJ 
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Annual Meeting Viewed A 
Major Success 

by Mike Conway 

The Association held its Annual Meeting on Saturday, 
November 3, 1990 at the Collectors Club located in New York 
City. Joe Foley hosted the meeting and the Association would 
like to thank him for making all the arrangements. Peter 
Bugg, presided at the Business Meeting, which was attended by 
five EPA officers and directors. 

The president called the meeting to order at 10:25 a.m. He 
reported on impending personnel changes. Peter advised the 
officers that Bob Corless is stepping down as publisher/ 
distributor of The Revealer. Bob made this decision based on 
health reasons. Pat Ryan has agreed to take on the 
responsibility for publishing and distributing The Revealer. 
Bob expects to handle the next issue and slowly phase out his 
involvement. 

Peter also reported that Bill O'Connor is resigning as 
treasurer, effective January 1991. Peg Zellers will be the next 
treasurer. The transition has already begun and should present 
no problems to the membership. . 

The 1988 Membership Directory will be updated in 1991. 
Members who DO NOT wish to have their address listed in the 
directory MUST notify the secretary, in writing, as soon as 
possible. 

The Association would like to reactivate the concept of 
Chapter Coordinator. The responsibility for coordinating this 
activity will be handled by the secretary. Each Chapter is asked 
to select a member who will serve as that Chapter's contact 
person. Each Chapter is asked to forward that person's name 
and address to the secretary. When a new member joins the 
Association, the secretary will alert the applicable contact 
person. 

Dick McBride reported that his three-week experimental ad 
program in Linn's generated nine orders for Special Offers and 
the recruitment of two new membrs. Based on the success of 
this three-week program, the Association plans to underwrite a 
one-year ad program in The American Philatelist. 

Joe Foley reported that he is helping Mrs. Malcolm 
O'Reilly dispose of her husband's stamp collection. A portion 
of the collection will be handled by Harmers and the balance 
will be listed in EPA auctions. 

Peter Bugg noted that Gene Labiuk is chairman of the 1991 
Nominating Committee. Serving with Gene are Declan 
O'Kelly, Preston Pope and Michael Conway. 

Joe Foley reported that William Zellers was selected to 
receive the Thomas E. Field Award for 1990. Foley, along 
with Bill Kane, Mike Priestley and John Walsh, will select a 
candidate for the 1991 Field award. 

Peter Bugg announced that William Kane was chosen to 
receive the Vincent Linnell Award for 1990. William Zellers 
to select a candidate for the 1991 Linnell award. 

Peter Bugg.reported that Wil!iam O'Connor was presented 
with the John J. Clark Award for 1990. Pat Ryan and Peg 
7.ellers to propose candidates for the 1991 Clark award. 

The Annual General Meeting was called to order at 1:45 
p.m. on November 3, 1990. Sixteen Association members 
were in attendance. President Bugg briefed the attendees on all 
the reports and all the actions taken at the business meeting 
held earlier that day. 

Michael Connolly made a moti~n that the Ass?ciation 
present Bob Corless with an. a~propnate a"".ard for his many 
years of service to the Association. The motion was seconded 
and approved unanimously. . . 

Joe Foley briefed the members regarding the suggestions he 
plans to forward to Scott's for their consideration when the 
company updates its Irish listing. . . 

The members viewed three excellent exh1b1ts presented by 
Dick McBride, Bob Benninghoff and Peter Bugg. $' 

Southern California 
Chapter Report 

by Peg 'Zellers 

The EPA SoCal Chapter met during the SES CAL '90 
Show in Los Angeles, California on Sunday, Oct<;>ber 14. A 
group of 11 were at the meeting which opened with a ta~d 
message from EPA President Peter Bugg. He guessed .quite 
correctly who would be there and took the opportunity to 
speak diiectly to several members, as well as a speech on the 
EPA topics. His Irish/Boston area accent was very pleasant to 
hear. This was followed by a lively "Show and Tell Session" 
with some very interesting and unusual items being discussed 
and passed around among the group. In fact it was so 
engrossing, it used up the time all~tted f?r the room and there 
was no time left to show the advertised shde program. 

A souvenir card was prepared by the SoCal Chapter, 
honoring the EPA 40th Anniversary and the 150th 
Anniversary of the postage stamp. Those in ~ttendance at the 
meeting each received one of the cards as a g1fL The cards are 
still available at $1.25 post paid. 

Bill Zellers' exhibit "Adhesive Revenues of Ireland" won a 
SESCAL Gold Award and an American Revenue Association 
Gold Medal Award. Unfortunately, the required three exhibits 
of Irish material were not entered at SESCAL so the John 
Blessington Award for Best Irish Exhibit could not be given. 
John Auck, an EPA member was an apprentice judge, as was 
James Gough, a former EPA member. 

This year SESCAL commemorated the 200th Anniversary 
of the death of Benjamin Franklin. The American Revenue 
Association had its annual convention during the show. 

SESCAL always features a Literature Exhibit. This is the 
first time in many years that there wasn't an Irish exhibit in 
this competition. $' 
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SESCAL '90 
Los M elu California 
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Additions to James Mackay's 
Irish SI02an Postmarks, 

1918-1986. 
(I w.ill first list the year and the slogan number. Then I will 

identify the slogan by name as it is in Mr. Mackay's book and 
finally I will identify the additional information to be 
recorded.) 

1. 1923, #9, Invest in/post Office/Savings Bank. 2 dater 
hubs for Cork (see figure 1). 

2. 1924, #12, Tailteann/Games/Dublin/August, inverted 
Dublin dater B (see figure 2). 

3. 1928, #19, Buy/Irish/Goods, new Dublin dater: E. 
4. 1929, #16, BuyDrish/Goods, Dublin dater: C. Slogan 

not recorded for that year. 
5. 1933, #36, Buy Fourth/National Loan, new Dublin 

dater: B. 
6. 1938, #56, visit/Dublin Horse Show/August 2-6, new 

town: Waterford (see figure 3). 
7. 1951, #99, Become a/Blood Donor, new town: 

Limerick (see figure 4). 
8. 1952, #109, Ireland/for/Holidays, new Dublin dater: F. 
9. 1954, #101, Post Early/for/Christmas, new town: 

Clonmel. 
10. 1955, #120, Prevent/forest Fires, new town: Limerick. 
11. 1957, #124, Dion Do LeanbMn Aghaidh An/Difteir, 

new town: Galway. 
12. 1958, #115, Diphtheria/Immunize/Your Children: new 

town: Drogheda. 

13. 1958, #118, Faigh Ceadunas/Dod Radio, new town: 
Galway. 

14. 1958, #126, Avail of Annual/Mass X Ray, new town: 
Killarney. 

15. 1959, #126, Avail of Annual/Mass X Ray, new town: 
Killamey. 

16. 1960, #101, Post Early/for/Christmas, new Dublin 
dater: F. 

17. 1961, #146, Please Shew/District Numbers/in Dublin 
Addresses, new town: Westport. 

18. 1963, #155, Make the/Road Safe/Stop, new town: 
Killamey. 

19. 1964, #144, Are you on theNoters Lists?/Check 
Now/at the Post Office, new town: Cork. 

20. 1964, #146, Please Shew/District Numbers/in Dublin 
Addresses, new service dater: Paquebot Cobh (see 
figure 5). 

21. 1965, #146, Please Shew/District Numbers/in Dublin 
Addresses, new town: Killarney. 

22. & 23. 1965, #159, A Full Address/Speeds De!ivcrv, 
new Dublin dater: H and new town: Killamey. 

24. 1965, #167, Save the Easy Way,,./the Post Office 
Savings Bank:. new town: Athlone. 

25. 1966, #109, Ireland/for/Ho!idays, new town: Killarney. 
Slogan not recorded for that year. 

26. 1967, #88, Make the/Roads Safe, new town: Waterford. 
27. 1967, #146, Please Shew/District Numbers/in Dublin 

Addresses, new town: Killarney. 

---·------·----- _ __._ _______ . . 

Figure 1. Note the two different dater hubs. With and without 
time slug and with date hub moved from the second row to the 
first. 

Figure 2. Note the inverted dater hub. As well the bisect ld. 
This is purely philatelic as there was no shortage of l !2d. at 
the time. 

Figure 3. This is an interesting cover only in as much as it 
contained a full mint unexploded 1933 /rish Sweepstakes book 
of tickets. 

figure 4. 

(Continued on page 50) 
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A Better Late Than Never 
(Too?) Long Book Review 

by Charles J. G. Verge 

James A. Mackay, Irish Slogan Postmarks, 1918-1986, 
Published by the author at 11, Newall Terrace, 
Dumfries, DGl lLN, Scotland, 1987, ill., 69pp. 
ISBN 0 906440 42 4. 

I cannot find anywhere in The Revealer, where either of the 
edilions (1984, 1987) of James Mackay excellent study: Irish 
Slogan Postmarks has been reviewed. I would like to take this 
opportunity, though belated, to do so. 

For those readers who may not have seen this book, or do 
not know any of Mr. Mackay's other books, research studies, 
catalogues and monographs, let me give you some dcLails. Mr. 
Mackay is a prolific writer and researcher on British Isles 
postal history and postmarks. He has produced and published, 
at an affordable price, many books on areas of postal history 
and postmarks which should form the backbone of any British 
Isles postal historian's philatelic library. In addition to his 
generic studies, such as: Registered mail of the British Isles or 
Official mail of the British Isles and his many works on 
Scottish postal history, he has produced at least 5 books on 
Ireland: Ireland and Her Postage Stamps, the encyclopedic Irish 
Postmarks since 1840, Sub-office Rubber Datestamps of 
Ireland, Datstampai Rubair na bhFo-Oijigi An Phoist in 
Eirinn, and lhe subject of this review: Irish Slogan Postmarks: 
1918-1986. As well, every year since 1979, James Mackay, 
has updated his various works by publishing The Postal 
History Annual. 

All students of Irish postal history. be they slogan 
collectors or not, arc grateful to Mr. Mackay for his work on 
their behalf. Without it we would be farther behind in an area 
of modern postal history that is at least, if not important 
historically - the Learn Irish slogans of the early 1920s and the 
Grow more Wheat and Save Bread and Flour of WWII are 
examples, a challenging area of collecting. Some slogans arc 

S·A.\ 'E·~REA~ 
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scarce: Mackay's #1 Feed the Guns with War Bonds used in 
Cork in 1918, of which only two examples have been 
recorded, or Mackay's #274 Sept 26th-Oct 4th Coric Film 
Festival, used only in Cork at the 8 PM collection in 
September 1986 and then, only on larger pieces and envelopes. 
Try to find one or both of these if you can. There are other 
examples of difficult to obtain slogans found throughout the 
book. 

There is another challenge in collecting Irish slogans - Mr. 
Mackay mentions it in his book - that is the discovery of new 
slogans, new dater dies, new towns in which they were put to 
use and additional years of use. In fact he credits the "biggest 
improvement in the" second edition of the "catalogue" to "the 
listing of the towns an dies which used slogans every year." 

To many EPA members, Irish slogan collectors and Mr. 
Mackay's wife, who found a completely new slogan (#45A), 
we owe a debt of gratitude. Without their findings, and 
transmittal of them, to Mr. Mackay we wouldn't have a second 
edition. In fact, of Mr. Mackay's more than 40 publications, 
the Irish Slogan Postmarks is only the second to have gone 
into a second edition. (My additions to the book, copies of 
which I have sent to Mr. Mackay, are listed below.) 

Improvements to the second edition include grouping all 
the illustrations together at the end of the book. In the first 
edition you had to flip through the pages to find the 
appropriate slogan unless you knew in what year it was first 
put to use and then you could find it illustrated in the book. I 
would debate with Mr. Mackay the fact that the more compact 
print size is more readable and therefore an improvement. I like 
his chronological approach to listing the slogans. Any other 
combination would be nightmarish, particularly for future 
additions. Nor will I debate his pricing structure. For what its 
worth, I do not envy him the task. However, I would like him 
to explain to readers why he doesn't price slogans which 
reoccur. I am sure that identical slogan markings are not worth 
the same from year to year. As well, is a slogan marking used 
in every town for which there is a listing worth the same as 
the next? Is slogan #120, Prevent Forest Fires worth 1 pound 
if used in Wexford as well as 1 pound used in Dublin. 

Another great feature of the book is the Key to Gaelic 
Inscriptions in dater and slogans dies found on pp. 9 and IO. 
Although after using the book awhile one quickly gets to 
know that, for example, Port Lairge is Waterford and that 
Labair Gaedhlige is Speak Irish. 

Now on to my pet peeves about the book. The most 
irritating one is the ubiquitous ill. after the Dublin dater die 
indication in the listing. Nowhere in the book do I find an 
explanation for this. I figure, rightly or wrongly, by going 
through my collection of slogans, that it probably means that 
the dater die takes two different formats - single and double 
rings being the most frequent difference. Mr. Mackay should 
take a page out of Fred Dixon's Official Slogans and describe 
the different dater dies. You will see below (Figure 1) that for 
slogan #9, Invest in Post Office Savings Bank, I have found 
two different hubs for Cork as separate from dies. These could 
also be explained. At the same time he could explain that 
slogans can be found on the right or the left of the dater die and 
why this happens. (Could the same slogan be available in the 
two fonnats. Are they worth the same?) 

My second major problem with the book is that slogans 
#23, 37, 41, 44, 47, 51, 53, 57, 69, 72, 74, 91, 105, 217, 
225, 227 and 228 are not only not illustrated but no 
explanation is given for this omission. I might understand not 
illustrating slogans 23 through 105, as they are Krag machine 
slogans replicating the ones that precede them (22 and 23, 36 
and 37, etc) if Mr. Mackay did not illustrate other Krags 
following the regular illustrated slogan such as: 9 and 10, 19 
and 20, etc. However, if this is the reason, he should tell the 
reader that this is what he is doing. There is no excuse for the 
remaining four slogans. Slogans #217, 225 and 227 were used 
to promote the Navan Trade Fair in 1975, 1977 and 1978 and 
are not illustrated. However, the Navan Trade Fair slogans of 
1973, 1974, 1976, 1981 and 1982 are. Slogan #228 promotes 
the Galway Industrial Exhibition in 1978. Again Mr. Mackay 
docs not give any explanations of why he omitted these four 
illustrations. (C t" d 55) on inue pn page 
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A Diamond in Modern Use 
by Karl Winkelmann 

In a- recent issue Tom Po lick wrote an interesting piece on 
diamond obliterators. He made mention of a latest use in 
CARLOW in 1960. Well I acquired a cover after The Penny 
Post Day in 1984 when it was permitted to send letters at the 
Ip rate. IL was not made clear whether Northern Ireland was or 
was not included in this special reduced rate. It is believed that 
because of the wording in the newspapers that a confusion 
arose. We know that officially it was only meant to apply 
within the State. Numerous letters to bOLh Northern Ireland 
and the UK were passed without surcharge. As with several 
other collectors, I sent a lot of letters all over the place, 
including Northern Ireland. 

The cover illustrated was sent from Knockananna, Co. 
Wicklow to Belfast. Knockananna is under Gorey which is in 
Co. Wexford and it was here that an instructional mark was 
applied which indicated that the letter was to be surcharged by 
50p - this was twice the deficient postage. The rate was 26p at 
that time. The important thing however is that the 
instrnctional mark has been tied to the cover by the '243' 
diamond of Gorey. It has been applied in the same ink and is 
unfortunately not a superb strike (I have strenghtened it for 
clarity in the illustration) but it is all there. I have compared it 
with another example dating from 1875 and it is the same 
obliterator. It is not a late use as a cancelling device but it is a 
late use of a very old handstamp. It makes one wonder how 
many old handstamps are there sitting in drawers in Post 
Offices in Ireland. The cover is dated 3 JAN 1984. 

The Irish at Stamp World 
London 90 

by Joseph E. Foley 

Stamp World London 90 was 
a large exhibition and the 150th 
anniversary of the postage stamp 
a notable event to commemorate. 
There were eleven exhibits of 
Irish material, including six in 
the literature section. 

Each of these had a particular 
appeal. Taking them in their 
order from the exhibition catalog, 

the first was frames 1771-1777, by Johan Rehnberg of 
Sweden, and entitled "Ireland, From a British postal 
administration to an Irish." The exhibit began with some 
political labels, including the tete-beche pair of the Sinn Fein 
issue used on cover, an example of the Irish Republican Post, 
a number of IRA and civil war items followed by the most 
outstanding showing of the high value overprints that I have 
seen. There was an exceptionally comprehensive selection of 
varieties and several complete sheets as well as a good 
representation of transitional material from 1922. Perhaps 
what caught my particular attention was evidence of some very 
sound original research on some of the overprinting having 
been done by Somerset House. The exhibitor has obviously 

Pe n ny Post suppo•ed to be with in Repub lic only. 
Surch•rged •t Gorey, Co. We xfor d. 

1 24)' d i amond of Gorey used to tie instru,tiona) mark. 

Postage r•te 26p 
Double underpayment SOp 

1 243 1 diamond 
of Gorey used 

on JU 9 1875 

taken the subject much further than the note that appeared in 
the first edition of the Hibernian catalog. 

The next, in frames 1778-1782, was that of Jean Macdonald 
from the Chicago area. This was a very instructive exhibit that 
showed a number of interesting varieties and covers, including 
an unusual air cover and the only example of the 2/6 with 
circumflex accent that I have seen on cover. This was followed 
by Brian Warren of Ireland showing booklets and coils of the 
Gerl definitives, 1783-1787. This was well detailed as might 
be imagined by anyone familiar with his excellent book on the 
subject. Shown was a 40p booklet with error that was 
withdrawn. Excellent graphics were used to illustrate varieties. 
There was a fine mnge of coil leaders. 

We now skip to the Postal Stationery section were Bara 
O'Keeffe, from Ireland, had an exhibit of Irish Postal 
Stationery, 1921-1945 in frames 3887-3891. This had some 
fine transition material including mixed franking with 
overprinted adhesives, a good range of the George V registered 
envelopes in green as well as the GV telegraph fonns, both the 
1/ brown and the 1/ green. There was an early size K used to 
France with an additional 2/6 overprint adhesive, and a l/ harp 
telegraph form. An interesting approach to showing an error 
where the reverse was printed upside down was a photo of the 
item with the back reflected in a mirror! In addition there were 
some very nice stamped to order material. 

Next is the Youth Class where Christine Jolly from the US 
showed Irish postal markings in frames 4848-4851 in the 16-
17 year old class. This young lady could give many a senior 
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QUIZ 3 
Irish Postal History 

pre .. 1840 (1) 
by Charles F. G. Verge 

This quiz is to help you identify postal notations, handstamps 
and cancellations used on Irish postal documents prior to the 
introduction of the first adhesive postage stamp in 1840. 

The illustrations used below are excerpted from David Feldman 
and William Kane's Handbook of Irish Postal Histm:y to 1840 
published in 1975 with the kind pennission of MacDonnell 
Whyte Ltd of Dublin. 

The object of this quiz is to identify each of the following 
postal markings by their commonly used name. 

1. 

3. 

.., 

..:., 

4. 

Stamp World London 90 

some stiff competition. Over the years, I've noticed some 
respectable upgrading of material in this exhibit and it is really 
a nice.one. It began with Bishop Marks, had some nice harps 
and mileage marks. I liked the Mid Day Mail markings and the 
Cove boxed ship letter cover. She had a good range of franks, 
Id blacks on cover and early cancels, including spoons. 

Now to the literature section: 5038 was Introduction to the 
Post Offices of County Clare. Ireland by J. Mackey and T. 
Cassidy; 5039 The Irish SP I Censor Labels 1939-1945. by 
C. J. G. Verge; 5043 The Maltese Cross in Ireland, by H. G. 
Moxter; 5103 Unc!ated Namestamps of Ireland, by Wm. Kane; 
5224 Postal Stationery of Ireland, by 0. Jung; and 5329 in the 
journal class, Irish Stamp News the house organ of 

5. 

7. 

9. 

6. 

8. 

ATHY 
32 

10. 

(Answers on page 50) 

MacDonncll Whyte. 
My wife and I left London before the end of the show and 

therefore I had to obtain a copy of the Palmares to find out 
what the awards were. At first I could not find 1771, an exhibit 
I was particularly impressed with. Finally near the end of the 
Palmares the following note appeared "Exhibits 1771 (Ireland) 
and 1934 (Russia) were taken out of competition on the 
instruction of the Jury, as each comprised two distinct exhibits 
which could not be judged under a single classification." A bit 
harsh I thought. The awards by exhibit number were: 1778 
Silver Bronze, 1783 Silver Bronze, 3887 Vermeil, 4848 Large 
Silver, 5038 Bronze, 5039 Silver Bronze, 5043 Silver Bronze, 
5103 Bronze, 5224 Silver Bronze, and 5329 Bronze. 

In any event, I personally enjoyed these exhibits and I'm 
sure that anyone with even a slight interest in Irish philately 
would have found them so. 
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NUMERAL-IN-A-NUMERAL 

by Eugene M. Labiuk 

During the mid-l 870's, at Dublin, a distinctive type of the 
numeral diamond obliterator cancel came into use. The bars 
above the "186" were cut in half, and small numbers, 
numbering from 1 to 8, were put in place. To modern day 
postal historians this type of cancel is commonly referred to as 
the "Numeral-in-a-Numeral". 

The reasoning for the cancel is unknown and any ideas are 
only speculative, with the one most often referred to being, 
"These were clerk or hammer numbers which were in use at 
the sorting office". 

There were two periods of usage recorded for this type of 
cancel. The usage on newspapers from mid-1870's to 1889 and 
on registered mail from 1889 to 1893. 

Fig. J - Newspaper wrapper originally posted from London on 
June 27, 1882 to Dublin, Re-directed 10 Kitternan. 112d. stamp 
used for re-direction fee , cancelled with the 31186 numera/-in-a
numeral cancel diamond ob/iterator. (Cover courtesy to Patricia 
S. Walker) 

First Period of Usage on Newspapers -
mid-1870's to 1889 

Norah Wright reports three examples of "The United 
Service Gazette", all with the 1870 Queen Victorian 1/2d. 
prepaying the 1/2d. newspaper rate, and all addressed to Bray. 
4/186, February 3, 1877: 3/186, November 17, 1877 and 
5/186, dated December 12, 1877. 

MacDonnell Whyte Ltd. in one of their Special Offers List 
had two items listed for sale, one from an issue of the 1877 
"The United Service Gazette" with the numeral 2/186 to Bray, 

and the other an 1889 printed paper wrapper to Roscrea with 
the l/2d. vennilion cancelled with the 6/186. Also, they report 
a I/186 on newspaper wrapper date unknown. Some years ago, 
they had a set of codes 1-7, each on separate issues of th c 
United Service Gazelle. (Since these items have not been 
reported, they have not been included in this study, unless 
some other individual has already provided the information 
herein.) 

The late Fred E. Dixon reported two dated newspaper items 
with the 2/186 on October 9, 1875 and 3/186 on March 17, 
1877. 

Preston Pope reports three items on Newspaper pieces of 
the (Kilke)nny Despatch in 1875, figures I, 2 and 3 above the 
186. 

Patricia Walker reports two wrappers, one with a London 
date stamp of June 7, 1882 and the 3/186 used to cancel a 
l/2d. stamp which was used as payment for forwarding 
postage. The other a l/2d. wrapper with an additional l/2d. 
prepaying the newspaper rate to the United States. This 
wrapper has the 7/186 cancel, ca. 1887. Pat also has a copy of 
3/186 on a piece of the United Service Gazette, dated February 
17, 1877. 

Breakdown by years 
1875 (4) 

1877 (6) 

1882 (I) 
ca. 1887 (1) 
1889 (I) 

1/186 
2/186 (2 reports) 
3/186 
2/186 
3/186 (3 reports) 
4/186 
5/186 
3/186 
7/186 

- 6/186 

Second Period of Usage - Registered Mail -
1889-1893 

Barra O'Keeffee reports an 8/186 cancel on a registered 
cover to Cork, dated June 27, 1891, in which the stamps are 
perforated M/G.W.R. 

Pat Walker reports a registered cover to the Barbados, West 
Indies, dated September 27, 1892, with the stamps cancelled 
with the 3/186. Also, a registered cover dated March 25, 1892 
with a 4/186. 

Fred Dixon reported several items: i) a registered piece dated 
June 14, 1889 with the 1/186; ii) registered cover dated May 
19, 1892 with the 6/186; iii) registered cover dated July 8, 
1892 with the 5/186; and iv) an Acknowledgement of Delivery 
form dated May 13, 1893 with the 7/186. 

And, I report a registered cover to Frankfort, Germany, 
dated, December 15, 1890 with 8/186. 

Breakdown by years 
1889 (1) - 1/186 
1890 (1) • 8/186 
1891 (1) - 8/186 
1892 (4) - 3/186 

4/186 
5/186 
6/186 

1893 (1) - 7/186 
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Numeral-in-a-Numeral Reports on Stamps 
Several members have reports of stamps which have the 

Numeral-in-a-Numeral cancel. 
D. Matthews reports the 4d. sage-green, plate 16, of 1877 

with·a 2/186. Being a 4d. stamp it may be safe to assume that 
it was used for registered mail. 

Fred Dixon reported several items: i) an 1875 l/2d. plate 6 
on piece with 4/186; ii) ca. 1880 l/2d.' plate 19 with 3/186; 
iii) 1887 on piece with 2/186; and iv) ca. 1880 l/2d. green 
with 8/186. 

Preston Pope reports a 7/186 on the Id. red-brown and a 
2/186 on the 1881 l/2d. lilac. 

Garvin Lohman reports two Id. red-browns, Plate 162 with 
2/186 and Plate 217 with 5/186. 

Charles Verge reports four s1amps on the ld, issued Jan l, 
1880, 2/186, 3/186 and two reports of the 4/186. 

Reports on 
Newspapers 
Registered mail 
Stamps 

Broken Bars 

1 
2 
1 

Number above 186 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 5 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 
5 2 3 1 1 

8 

2 
1 

In the shape of the Diamond obliterator there are 3 and 4 
bars above the numeral 186. This study shows the third bar or 
the fourth bar has been cut into and the number inserted. 

Of the membership who had made reports to this study, 25 
examples mentioned the number of bars above the 186 and 
which bar was cut into. Those mentioned are shown in I.he 
chart below. 

Number of bars above 186 
3 bars, 3rd bar cut into 
4 bars, 4th bar cut into 
4 bars, 3rd bar cut into 

.. 

Number above 186 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

3 4 1 1 
1 3 3 2 2 3 
1 

~.- ®T• ~:.?~3:~~ .. :~ 
.· fti•~ama 

. . 
~; ;_.. \C) . 
:., --~-·~ 

LETTER. 

. . : '· 

Fig. 2 -Registered cover to Frankfort, Germany. Posted at the 
Merrion Row sub-office of Dublin on December 15, 1890. 5d. 
stamp cancelled with the 81186 numeral-in-a-numeral diamond 
ob/iterator. 

... .... 
Fig 2 (cont) 

... ,·. . ..... . '.", 

fig 4 

fig 3 

., 
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Fig . 3 & 4 - Shows examples of newspapers with the Dublin 
newspaper duplex cancels, which have the codes NJ & N4, 
indicating newspaper branch. These were in use during the 
same time period as the numeral-in-a-numeral cancel, and 
makes one wonder as to why there were two distinct types of 
cancel for newspapers. Fig. 3: N4 code, dated April 15, 1884. 
Fig. 4: NI code, dated August 7, 1885. 

As stated at the beginning of I.his article, "The reasoning 
for these hammers are unknown." The Newspaper Branch at 
the Dublin G.P.O. had the use of 186 Duplex cancelers in 
which the code number was the letter "N" (indicating 
Newspaper) followed by a number from 1 to 4. These 
Newspaper duplex cancels came into use in 1873 and continued 
until the end of the century. 

The question now arises, "Why the numeral-in-a-numeral 
cancel when the duplexes were in use?" 
Appreciation 

I would like to thank those who assisted in this study and 
hope the membership finds it interesting. Also, I would like to 
apologize to those who took part for the lateness of the 
results, for which some people have been waiting patiently . 

Information was provided by the following members of the 
E.P.A: Barra O'Keeffe, Garvin Lohman, D. Matthews, Norah 
Wright, Preston Pope, Patricia Stilwell-Walker, Charles Verge 
and the late Fred E. Dixon. MacDonriell Whyte Ltd. Special 
Offer List. 
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QUIZ 3: ANSWERS 
1. 'BISHOPS" or 'BISHOPMARKS': First dated 

handstamp. IntroducCd in 1661 by Colonel Henry Bishop, 
Postmaster General of England, 1660-1663. The stamp 
was introduced as a result of a number of charges of 
unnecessary delay of letters in the post Used in Ireland, 
1670-1795. 

2. 'CIRCULAR YEAR': Though used for about 125 
years, the Irish 'Bishop Mark', had a major failing. They 
did not record the year of usage. To remedy to this the 
'Circular Year' handstamp was introduced in 1796 and was 
discontinued in 1807. 

3. 'MERMAIDS': Handstamp peculiar to Ireland. Its name 
comes from the similarity between the figure of Hibernia 
and that of a mermaid. Good impressions of the stamp are 
rare, probably due to its awkward shape. Used between 
1808-1814. 

4. 'OCTAGONALS' : Similar to the 'Mermaid' but reduces 
the ornate frame to an octagon to give a sharper strike. 
Used mainly as a backstamp, to denote the date of receipt 
in Dublin. Used from 1811 to 1831 and to 1850 for the 
stamps identified 'Sunday'. 

5. 'DIAMONDS': The Dublin diamond was introduced as a 
datestamp shortly after the withdrawal of the 'Mermaids'. 
Found in many sizes with both single and double frames. 
Used, 1820-1846. 

6. 'SPADE (Free) FRANK': Free franks, usually 
surmounted by a Crown, followed the shape of the regular 
dated handstamps. The 'Spade'-shaped free frank was an 
exception. Introduced in 1813 it was in use until 1832. 

7. 'DOWCKRA TYPE': First paid mark of the Dublin 
Penny Post. Triangular in shape, it was very similar in 
shape to the stamps introduced by William Dowckra for 
the London Penny Post system. The central number 
identifies the Irish type. The English having a letter in the 
centre. Used between 1782 and 1784. 

8. 'UNIFORM FOURPENNY': Used during the 
experimental 'Uniform Fourpenny postage' period between 
December 5, 1939 and January 9, 1840. It was very 
quickly abandoned as public reaction was less than 
favorable. 

9. 'INSPECTOR'S MARKS': Because of the 
complexity of charges and the stringent regulations 
concerning the use of Free Franks, correspondence was 
routinely examined by .Inspectors. Therefore there was a 
need for a special mark to be stamped on letters examined. 
Used from 1703 to 1840. 

10. 'TOWN MILEAGES': Postage rates, umil the 
introduction of uniform postage in 1839, were calculated 
by distance in miles between towns. The handstamp was 
utilized, even after that date, to indicate the mailing point. 
Used between 1808 and 1855. '.t: 

Irish Slogan Postmarks 
(Continued from page 44) 

'AIRMAIL 

Figure 5. One of two covers recorded with the Cobh Paquebot · 
machine slogan cancellation. 

I I -

\ \ \ \ \ 

Figure 6. Note the inverted slogan. 

28. 1967, #176, Irish Holjdays/jn May/Free/One Day, new 
Dublin dater: I. 

29. 1968, #182, 1268/Blian/Idjrnajsjunta/Chearta/An 
~. new Dublin dater: F. 

30. 1972, #157, Visit Wexford/ju the/Sunny Southeast, 
new town: Loch Garman. 

31. 1975, #146, Please Shew/District Numbers/ju Dublin 
Addresses, new town: Letterkenny. 

32. 1984, #254, Help Unicef/Giye a Child a/Chance to 
SurvjyeITel: 01-770843. new town: Donegal (used in 
August rather than July). 

33. 1986, #221, Let Your Fingers/Do the Walking/Use 
!he/Golden Pages. new town: Cork. 

34. 1986, #246, United Natjons/24-31 October/ 
Disarmament Week. Dublin dater: A with inverted 
slogan (see figure 6). • 
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AN UNSOLICITED 
TESTIMONIAL 

by Tom Polick 

One of the · best kept secrets of obtaining Irish philatelic 
information are the .An Post Philatelic Bulletins. While I've 
never seen them advertised, they are distributed at An Post 
booths at stamp shows. They are also sent to all primary and 
secondary schools in Ireland and to 'standing order' philatelic 
customers. This service is for mail customers of An Post, 
(65% of us are at foreign addresses) and are distributed by their 
agents; i.e. Interpost in North America. 

Irish 
PhHalellc 
Bulletln 
Nuachtlltlr 
Stampehanala 
na htlTeann 
.•.. n...1•0-·~· .. 

The only cost to me is the postage I pay to service my 
standing order, so I feel fortunate to receive these excellent 

·publications for free. This is a super incentive and I would 
continue my An Post arrangement even if I were lo move t9 
Ireland and live in a house next to a post office. They're that 
good and I recommend considering a standing order account for 
new issues, if you've been unaware of this premium. · 

These six to eight page fold out broucheres are issued to 
announce new issues and give each stamp's details in Gaelic, 
French, German and English. These details are; Date of issue, 
Values and Quantities, Size, Colors, Sheet size, Perforations, 
Printing process and the name of the printer. 

They're the first notice to the public and half, (one side) of 
each brouchere is printed full color to faithfully reproduce 
pictures of each new stamp. The quality color also allows 
promotion of a host of other An Post products. Stuff like first 
day covers, maximum cards sheetlets, booklets, presentation 
packs and special interest items for collectors. They now 
include :T-shirts and jewelry with reproductions of Eire's 
postage stamps. 

More' important to me are the explanations of the events or 
the biographies of the people being commemorated. These 
sections are very well written and loaded with the minutia we 
collectors love. For instance, the 150th anniversary article for 
the Penny Black contained the recipe for red stamp ink for the 
obliterators. This article was compiled with the help of our 
own Bill Kane. 

Where space permits, short news items, postal facts and 
stamp show announcements are inserted. 

Well done, interesting and timely. The cost can be very 
modest and the support of our hobby , ...... These are the reasons 
for my unsolicited testimonial. $ 

Book Review 
By Patrick J. Ryan, Sr. 

'The Post Offices and · Datestamps of The County Of 
Leitrim' is the latest off the presses of the EPA. This work 
was originally written and compiled by Dr. Brian de Burca. 
Jim Howley has used much of the original data developed by 
de Burca and updated it twenty years through his own research 
to 1990. 

The book follows the Irish Postal organization in Co. 
Leitrim. The author first discusses the Post Office al Carrack
on-Shannon and the three 'Circuits' out of it serviced by motor 
van. Each of these 'circuits' are broken down into their separate 
sub-offices. It is interesting to see the various types of 
datestamps used by each office and !he location and 
surroundings of each. One can almost place himself in the 
front door of the postmaster or mistress' house or in a small 
private business or store with a comer set aside and dedicated to 
the Post. 

After covering lhe three circuits, he lours those sub-offices 
located in Leitrim but serviced by Sligo and Cavan. The 
review style for each office remains lhe same. The descriptions 
of each office can only be described as quaint. 

In the front of the Booklet is a pull-out which contains a 
Map of the county, handdrawn, with the approximate location 
of each road and office. Also contained as a pull-out is 73 
sample daiestamps of each office. This is handy as one can flip 
the pull-out around to follow the references of the author as 
one reads. A lot more efficient than trying to print several 
exhibits for each office in the text. This is one reason the 
booklet is so small (23 pages). I really must applaud lhe 
author and the publisher on this point. Most would have 
ballooned the work by many exhibits and charged six times the 
price. 

This is a must for the Postal Historian and the Postmark 
collector. Order it at $6.00 US from our Special Offers today. 

• • • 
Irish Stamps Return Gold 

By Patrick J. Ryan, Sr. 

There are still some Irish exhibitOrs out there! 
Dr. Cyril I. Dulin currently residing in Geneva , 

Switzerland, exhibited his collection entitled "Ireland: The 
Overprints 1922 - 1937" ~ Hel_vetia '?O. The.exhibit an~ ~~ow 
was held in Geneva dunng the Swiss National Exh1b1tton, 
which is offered every six years. He was awarded a Gold medal 
with the additional recognition of Prix d'Honneur for best of 
class. The exhibit was entered in the Traditional Philately after 
1900 class. 

Congratulations to Dr. 
exposure of Irish Philately. 

Dulin for the honors and the 

• 
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Irish Mailing Habits 
1840-1844 as to the Posting 

of Letters on Different 
Weekdays. 

by I/ans G. Moxter 

150 years ago the public in Ireland had the opportunity to 
mail letters at first class post offices during seven days of the 
week. Did the customer make use of an open P.O. on Sunday? 
Was there a difference between the quantity of mail being 
posted at the GPO in Dublin compared with the Provincial 
Post Offices as to the weekdays of mailing? 

In order to find out I evaluated a collection of 248 letters 
with Maltese Crosses from Ireland, all items with a clean date 

. of mailing. 59 letters were from Dublin and 189 from offices 
outside the capital. More or less a relation of 1 : 3. Here is the 
result: 

1840 (5-12) -
1844 (1-6) DUBLIN PROVINCE TOTAL 

MONDAY 25 % 20% 21 % 
TUESDAY 14 % 17 % 17 % 
WEDNESDAY 15 % 13% 14% 
THURSDAY 14 % 13 % 13% 
FRIDAY 12 % 15 % 14 % 
SA1URDAY 15 % 12% 12% 
SUNDAY 5% 10% 9% 

So we find that Monday was the heaviest mailing day in 
the week, especially in Dublin where a quarter of all weekly 
mail was put in on that day. From Tuesday till Saturday mail 
was handed in at a more or less equal rate of between 12 and 
17%. On Sundays Provincial P.O.s had an input of 10% of the 
weekly mail while in Dublin only 5% were posted on that day. 
This may be due to the fact that in the province more private 
mail was written and posted on Sunday, while Dublin mail 
sent out had much more to do with business and thus was 
written and posted on working days. $' 

. , , 
SAO RT A AG AN SCRUDOIR 

Released by Censor 
by I/ans G. Moxter 

This boxed, four line, bilingual rubber-handstamp appears 
on a large number of letters of the 1941-1945 period. Its 
impressions show up in a wide range of colour shades between 
green, red and black. What was this handstamp used for? It 
says Released by Censor and this already explains something. 
It does nm say Opened by Censor. 

When the foreign mail censorship office in Exchequer 
Street in Dublin went into action in September 1939 the 
intention was to scrutini:ze fill mail going out of or in to the 
Republic. After a certain period the censors found out that 
sometimes the amount of mail was just greater than they could 

.Figure 2 

_ ...... . 

Figure4 

cope with. This did not only happen in Eire; other countries 
had just the same problem. Passing the letters on without a 
trace of censorship would give the public the impression of 
only a selective· activity by the authorities. This was not 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Postmarks and Poems 
by Robert E. Moskowitz 

"Postmarks and Poems" is the title I use for a collection of 
postmarks. For each postmark (mounted on a large index card), 
I include the Gaelic name and its English equivalent. 
Additionally, I note, whenever possible, the origin of the 
Gaelic and English names. Some cities and towns have names 
which are historic in origin; others have mythological or 
legendary origins; still others have names of geographical 
origins. 

Because I teach English, I read a great deal of poetry, for 
teaching and for pleasure. I realized as I read among the Irish 
poets that I was, because of my postmark/name-origin 
collection, beginning to recognize the names of many places 
used in the poems and also had some further insight into the 
poem because I now knew something about Irish myths, 
legends, and fairy tales. I have included these poems- complete 
or in part- in my postmark collection. 

4~\\~'q_\ .. 
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One postmark which has provided me with a great d_eal of 
pleasure is the one noted in Figure 1. The postmark is from 

· Inis Mheadhoin, County Galway. Inis means islan.d. and 
mheadhojn means Dllil.d.k: the middle island; we speak of it 
today as Inis Meain or Inishmaan, the middle island of the 
three which make up the Aran Islands, the other two being 
Inishmore [Cill Ronain], the big island; and Inis Ofrr 
(Insihcer), the small island. (Figures 2 and 3) 

It was to Inis Meain in 1895 that John Millington Synge 
(Figure 4) made the first of four extended visits in order to 
study, at the suggestion of his friend William Butler Yeats, 
(Figure 5), the "real" Ireland: places like Wexford; Kerry; 
Mayo; and Connemara, also visited by Synge, where English 
was rarely spoken-being the second language to the native 
Gaelic-or where unusual Anglo-Irish dialects had developed. 
Synge, notebook ever in hand, was fascinated by these dialects 
and by the earthy and often brutal life of the peasants. He drew 

from the lives and speech of these people of a near primitive 
and rapidly disappearing life style the characters for his plays, 
especially those in Riders to the Sea, produced in 1904 in 
Dublin by the Irish National Theatre Society, and The Playboy 
of the Western World produced in 1907 at the famous Abbey 
Theatre. This was the play which caused riots among theatre 
audiences in Dublin and later in New York and Philadelphia 
because of its "obscene" language: one of the female characters 
refers to her shift (an undergarment). 

The importance of Synge's contribution to Irish literature . 
rests on his plays, especially the two noted earlier, and his 
poetry. Anyone having seen~ or Playboy will understand 
the importance of these plays not only as Irish literature but 
also as world literature because his characters transcend 
nationality and become representative of humanity. 

Having seen and read several of Synge's works, I was 
extremely pleased when I discovered a poem with a reference to 
both Synge and Innis Meain. The poem is presented here with 
the kind permission of the Oxford university Press, the poet 
Mr. Mairtin O' Direain of the Aran Islands, and the translator 
Mr. Thomas Kinsella. The poem appears in The New Oxford 
Book of Irish Verse, edited by Thomas Kinsella. 

HOMAGE TO JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE 
Mairtfn O' Direrun (1910- ) 

Figure4 Figure5 

The thing that brought you among my people 
from rich distance to,rough rock 
was something in the vital clay, 
a trace escaping of woe and loss. 

It was not from stone you took your stories, 
but the wonders in the stories by the fire; 
not care for the stony cell or flag 
-there are no groans out of dead ground. 

Deirdre met you there on the road; 
Naoise's currach turned Ceann Gainnimh. 
Deirdre and Naoise took their way 
-and Pegeen was nagging at Shauneen. 

Always in your fist, that book ... 
You cast your words from it in a spell: 
Deirdre, Naoise, Pegeen took shape 
and gave a hero-leap from its pages. 

My people's way is failing fast, 
the wave no longer a guarding wall. 
But till Cuan Wood comes to Inis Mean 
the words you gathered here will be 
alive still in a foreign tongue. 
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Deirdre and Naoise are characters from Irish legend. Their 
story is told in the Iain B6 Cuailnge, the Irish epic. They 
appear also in Synge's unfinished play Dierdre of the Sorrows. 
Pegeen and Shauneen are r~ferences to characters in ~ 
Playboy of the Western World. The suggestion in these 
references is that Synge found in his visits to the Aran Islands 
the people who later appeared as characters in his plays. The 
"hero-leap" is probably a reference to one of the physical feats 
required of members of the Boy's Troop, young candidates for 
the status of warrior in the Red Branch (a family line) in the 
clan Ulaid (U1ster). The most famous of these candidates was 
Cuchulain, the hound of Ulster, sometimes referred to as the 
Achilles of Ireland. (See again Iain B6 Cuailnge.) 

The poet realizes, as did Synge, that because of modem 
technology "the wave," Galway Bay/the Atlantic Ocean, no 
longer isolates the Aran Islands. A trip to the Arans is now 
only a few comfortable hours; there is an airport on Inismore, 
and television ... Change will come. The old ways and the old 
language will vanish. But not completely! They will remain 
alive in the plays of Synge, "Till Cuan Wood comes to Inis 
Mean"; Cunam Wood is in Scotland, where Deirdre and Naoise 
hid after fleeing from King Conchobar, who wanted to marry 
Deirdre. The line is an allusion to Shakespeare's Macbeth: 

Macbeth shall never vanquish'd be until Great Bimam 
wood to high Dunsinane Hill Shall come against 
him. 

Bimam did come to Dunsinane and Macbeth was 
vanquished. But the old ways and the old language live in the 
words and characters of John Millington Synge. • 

IRISH AIRMAIL SOCIETY 
FORMED 

by Patrick J. Ryan, Sr. 

Responding to a need for action in the area of Irish Airmail 
s tudy and First Flight Cover collecting, The Irish Airmail 
Society has been formed in Ireland. If you are a collector of 
Irish First Flight covers and you live in the United States or 
Canada, you are well aware of the crying need for this 
organization. For years these collectors have had to rely upon 
friends, relatives and fellow collectors in Ireland to keep up. 
Trying to obtain cooperation of the various airlines has been 
difficult at best. This Society meets this need and keeps the 
collecting public informed. 

They do this by publishing a quarterly bulletin called, very 
appropriately, "O. E. 78" and Karl Winkelmann maintains the 
helm as the Editor. Articles can be sent to the Editor, 
Ballywood House, Manor Kilbride, Co Wicklow. The Society 
is presently attempting to publish a bibliography of Airmail 
articles and references. Any assistance the EPA membership 
can be will be appreciated. 

Those interested in joining the Society may contact Mr. 
Tony Cudehey, 42 Ballyfermont Pasade, Dublin IO, Ireland -
the Treasurer or Mr. F . McDonald, 63 Rafters Rd, Drinnagh, 
Dublin 12, Ireland - the Secretary. I am certain they will be 
pleased to take your money. 

On behalf of the EPA I would like to extend a most 
gracious welcome to the Irish Airmail Society and raise a glass 
to its very good health and long life. $' 

Released by Censor 
(Continued from page 52) 

desirable and so a solution was found that worked as follows: 
1. As many letters as possible were opened and dealt with by 

the censors. They received an S.P.1. label declaring 
"Opened by Censor" YLi1b the censor's number. 

2. All postcards were inspected and received a two line 
handstamp "Passed by Censor (number)/Ceaduithe ag an 
Scnidoir", also M1l! censor's number. 

3. Letters that were left over and could not be opened for 
inspection then were turned over to a section where they 
would be rubberstamped with this boxed fourliner giving 
the clear impression of an intervention by the censorship 
office, but not mentioning any censor's number. There 
was of course no censor who had looked into this letter. 

We do not know what percentage of foreign mail was 
actually opened and how many letters just got a wave-through 
with this handstamp. It appears however that many letters 
being subject to this treatment were of mail that had otherwise 
already been inspected e.g. mail from the British empire, field 
post from British units and aerogrammcs. People who have 
some experience estimate that between 30 and 50% of the 
letters were not opened depending somewhat on the season 
(e .g. Chrislmas mail). 

These rubber handstamps were not connected with a 
particular person as they did not show a censor's number. Their 
rubber substance and the fact that they were subject to heavy 
use caused many deformations and small differences between 
individual devices of the same type. Therefore from time to 
time collectors show up asking whether they might have found 
a new type. But it is only a logical variation within a 
considerable number of handstamps made and used heavily 
during a period of about four years. 

Up comes the question of the differing colours of these and 
c~di~ m~st go Lo Paul Wittreich (EPA) who in 1988 published 
his fmdrngs about the periods of use for different (main) 
colours. I have compared my own le tters with his data and here 
arc bolh results: 
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Wittreich Moxter Total 
Shades or from till rrom ti II rrom till 

GREEN 3/41 7/43 2/42 4/43 3/41 7/43 

RED 8/43 10/44 3/43 2/45 3/43 2/45 

BLACK 10/44 2/45 12/44 4/45 10/44 4/45 

But there are also exceptions possible e.g. a letter of March 
1942 with a clean b.!.lli;k impression. If you consider that 
between 50 and 100 censors may have worked in one shift and 
that the rubberstamping of the "surplus-letters" that were not 
opened may well have been delegated to auxiliary staff with 
only perhaps one censor supervising, it is not surprising to 
find so much variety. In an institution like the foreign mail 
censorship office there must have been an office boy 
circulating almost constantly to re-ink all ink pads. If he got a 
new supply of black ink, he might make his tour and put 
black on all formerly red inked pads thus creating nice shades 
of brownish or greyish depending on the components mixed. 

A few days ago Heinz-Jilrgen Kumpf (EPA and FAI
president) sent me Xerox copies of two British field post 
letters from FPO 856 dated 7 MY 45 (he thought it was 46) 
and from FPO 497 dated 22 JA 46 (?).The year in the latter 
datestamp is not clear and I tend to read it as 45, because 
otherwise it would just not be possible according to what I 
know so far. 

Your commentary is invited. $' 

MacKay Book Review 
(Continued from page 45) 

Another area that should be covered in this book would be a 
short treatise on the machines used to imprint these slogans. 
In addition to the Krags and the Hey-Dolphin machines there 
were other machines used and it would be interesting to read 
how these machines work. This could be combined with the 
study of the dater dies. 

Finally, I would like to see more information about periods 
of use. There exists printed references for some of the slogans 
for some of the years. One can find contemporary infonnation 
in Brian Warren's That Was The Year That Was annually in 
The Revealer, in Ian Whyte's Irish Stamp News or in articles 
such as: J. S. Preston's Letter to the Editor: Dublin Slogan 
cancellations in Vol. XIX (1952-53) of The Philatelist in 
which Mr. Preston gives precise periods of use 
(Day/Month/Year) for Dublin slogans from September 1940 to 
December 1944. If the information is available it should be 
added to the listings to help Mr. Mackay's work become more 
and more of a precise tool for future users and for collectors of 
Irish slogans. 

As one final suggestion, I would like him to reconsider the 
inclusion of Official Paid Slogan Dies and Bulk Mail Slogan 
Dies - Mr. Mackay, in his Foreword, does explain why he does 
not include them. With the untimely death of Mr. Dixon it 
would be a credit to his research on Official Paid Slogan Dies 
if the student of Irish sloJ1;ans could find all information 

i 

relevant to slogan dies in one book. I can understand as well, 
Mr. Mackay's reluctance to include Bulk Mail Slogan data. 
However, I would like him to include as much infonnation as 
he could on them so chat other students of slogans can at least 
have an indication of what is available and what they are 
looking for. In this way it might help in the discovery of new 
information relating to these dies and help in making Mr. 
Mackay's book a better tool for the researcher. It is my hope 
that James Mackay will reconsider and include these in a 
further edition of his excellent book Irish Slogan Postmarks. 

(Editor's Note: Mr. MacKay has reviewed this article prior to 
publication and has indicated that although he agrees 10 much 
of the recommendations contained herein. Due to poor interest 
in his 1987 efforts he has lost interest in devoting the time 
necessary to continue. This is accordingly an open area 
whereby one could pick up the gauntlet or, perhaps, as a result 
of this article Mr. MacKay might possibly be encouraged to 
reconsider his decision.) '* 

SECRETARY'S REPORT 
New Members 
Ne~ m~mbers are accepted subject to no objections received within 45 days of 
publlcabon. 

#2253 Joseph H. Coleman, 140 Bou me Ave., Apt 13, East Providence, RI 02916 
#2254 George F. Vogel, 616 Rock Road, Glen Rock, ~ 07452 
#2255 Thomas R. Norton, 1842 Port Wheeler Place, Newport Beach, CA 92660 
#2256 Jeffrey T. Walsh, PO Box 155, East Earl, PA 17519 
#2257 Robert Gleeson, 462·A, W. Huntington Dr., Arcadia, CA 91007 
#2258 Dr. Richard C. Carlston, 350 W 5th St , San Bernardino, CA 92401 
#2259 Maurice Barrett, RR. 1, Box 172, Pacific Junction, IA 51561 

Rel nstatements 
#0260 Frank M. Schorn, 78-53 82 St., Glendale, NY 11385 
#0676 Finbarr Collins, 15 Tea Place, Tappan, NY 10983 
#1063 William E. Brewer, 1515 AvenidaSelva, Fullerton, CA 92633 
#1 108 Richard A. Lauster, 21355 Eton, Dearborn Heights, Ml 48125 
#1884 Padraig F O'Shea, 16 Bridge St., Cork, Ireland 
#2076 John Pedneaul~ 800 Blair St, Bohemia, NY 11716 
#2145 Cartha L O'Maonaigh, 28 Green Fort Estates, Cairns Rd., Silgo, Ireland 

New Members Honor Roll 
Richard McBrid~, 3 members; Michael Giffney, 1 member; Mike Ryan, 1 member; 
SESCAL Committee, 1 member; Michael Conway, 1 member. 

Resignations • none 

Deceased - Malcolm G. O'Reilly 

Membership Status 
Membership as of August 25, 1990 

New Members 
Reinstatements 
Resignations 
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Membership as of November 15, 1990 

7 
7 
0 
1 
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"An Outrageous Irish Job" 
By 11.P. McGoldrick 2133 

In a letter to Richmond, the Postmaster General in London 
from Tim Heeling of the Irish Post Office was the enclosed 
report dated 2lstJune 1831:-

"My Lord, the enclosed report from Mr. Godby 
(Secretary to the Postmaster General in Ireland) 
f urnishes another proof of the extraordinary system 
which has been pursued in/re/and with respect to the 
establishment of Post Towns. 

It appears that several years since a Post Office 
was fixed at Deel Castle, then the residence of Lord 
Tyrawley. now of Captain Cuffe, that there is no~ 
or Villa~e on the soot. but the office is now kept at the 
Park Gate for the accommodation of the proprietor 
alone, and has been attended with a loss of about £8 
per annum to the revenue, the postage amounting to 
£4.12s.3d. whilst the expenses have been £12 .0s.4d!!! 

It f unher appe<JrS that this resident might be well 
served by the rider who passes the gate dropping the 
letters there!!! 

I anticipate your Grace's Concurrence that this 
Post Town may be forthwith discontinued. 

All Which 
T. Heeling 

Reply 

"An outrageous Irish Job. I approve of your 
proposal" 

"Richmond" 

Deel Castle, on the River Deel, is 2 3/4 miles (W.S.W.} of 
Ballina on the Crossmolina Road (16 miles) in the Parish of 
Ardagh, Barony of Tyrawley, Co Mayo. It is so near to 
Ballina, a Post Town since about 1785, that this smells of 
'double dealing'. 

So let us take a closer look at the persons mentioned in this 
letter to the Postmaster General. 

"Cockayne's Complete Peerage VIII 1896" - gives Lord 
Tyrawley of Ballinrose, Page 443. 

1. The Rt. Hon. James Cuffe of Castle Lacken, Co Mayo, 
son and heir of James Cuffe of Elm Hall in that County by 
Elizabeth, sister of Arthur, 1st Earl of Arran (I) daughter of 
Sir Arthur Gore Bart (I) by Elizabeth, daughter of Maurice 
Annesley .... was born 1748, succeeded his father 20th March 
1762: was M.P. (1) for Co. Mayo. Gov of Co Mayo P.C. (I) 
and was created Baron Tyraw1ey of Ballinrobc on 7th 
November 1797. He married Mary, daughter and heir of 
Richard Levinge of Calverslown, Co. Kildare of 28th April 
1770 (sister of Sir Richard Levinge, 1st Bart by Mary, 
daughter of Thomas Marley, Lord Chief Justice of the Kings 
Bench 1742/51, she died of fever al Feluum, near Dublin, 11th 
May 1808: he died s.p. legit. 15th June 1821 at Castle Lacken 
aforesaid in his 74th year when the barony became extinct. 

It adds at the bottom of the page ... "in private life he was 
very immoral, in public he appears to have been a self-

seeking, unprincipled hack of the type only too common al 
that time in Ireland" ... so this could be the reason for him 
acquiring his own private Post Town - but wait... he lived al 
Castle Lacken (Post Town, Rathlacken) not Deel Castle. 

In order to sort this muddle out, we will need to board the 
time machine and travel back 175 to 200 years in time or 
more. 

James Cuffe (2) was the son of a person with the same 
name who was for many years a member of the Irish 
Parliament for the County of Mayo. 

James Cuffe (1) Senior, used his influence in Parliament as 
a Government 'drudge' in favour of James Cuffe (2) Junior, 
who was sent to Portugal in 1762 as Military Ambassador. He 
was Commissioner of Barracks from 1772 to 1776; in the 
latter year he succeeded his father in the 'representation' of 
Mayo, and was promoted to Superintendent - General of 
Barracks from 1776 until he was made a Peer under the title of 
Lord Tyrawley in 1797 by Lord Camden. 

Mr. Cuffe (2) was the obedient servant of every 
administration: his public life was that of the spiritless, 
unconscicntious venal hack of Dublin Castle: his private life 
shocked even the lax morality of the times. . 

He was married to a Miss Gorringe, to whom he was 
notoriously unfaithful; this lady secured a Separation, after 
which Lord Tyrawley (2) lived in open adultery with another 
woman, who bore him many children. 

Lord Tyrawley, a few months before the Act of Union, was 
past procured a seat for the nomination borough of Tulsk, 
which was afterwards disenfranchised at the cost of £15,000 
"compensation" for Colonel Cuffe (3) - his notorious eldest 
son - he had already obtained for Colonel Cuffe, a military 
appointment but he wished to better his son's chances of 
promotion by bringing him into the Irish Parliament, (he also 
was M.P. for Tralcc from 1819 to 1828) for the purpose of 
voting for its desuuction. (In the British House of Commons). 

Lord Tyrawley had the audacity to ask for a peerage to be 
conferred on his illegitimate son in recognition of his "Union 
Services" al the time of the Union. Lord Cornwallis, the Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland, has left on record his detestation of the 
work of corruption in which he was engaged. "How I long" he 
writes "to kick those whom my public duty obliges me to 
court! If I did noL hope to get out of this country I would 
almost certainly pray for immediate death " ... (Cornwallis 
correspondence iii page 100). 

He subsequently describes himself as "negotiating and 
jobbing with the most corrupt people under heaven". In asking 
for a peerage for Lord Tyrawley's son, Lord Cornwallis stated 
that he had prepared the applicant for its probable refusal, but 
he added "if his Lordship (Tyrawley) can be gratified in this 
instance, it will accommodate the administration here (in 
Ireland) by his waiving (sic) his claim to the representative 
Peerage and assisting us in other matters which is unnecessary 
to detail" (Cornwallis' Correspondence iii page 241). 

The nature of the 'other matters' about which the Viceroy is 
reticent may be guessed by an observation in a letter written in 
1866 to Mr. Fitzpatrick by a gentleman who was then in his 
eighty eighth year, and who had personally known Lord 
Tyrawley. 

He was a man of such power al the time (of the Union) that 
his order on the Secret Service fund for £20 or £50 pounds 
would be strictly attended to as if it were his own banker. 
('Ireland Before the Union' page 220). 
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The Duke of Portland, is his "most secret and confidential" 
reply to Lord Cornwallis, is willing to hope that Lord 
Tyrawley has become so insensible of the impropriety of 
persisting "in his request on behalf of Colonel Cuffe as to 
withdraw it altogether" ... (Cornwallis' Correspondence iii page 
257). His Grace was, however, mistaken. Lord Cornwallis, in 
another 'secret and confidential' letter says:-

" I beg leave to assure Your Grace that I have not made Lord 
Tyrawley or any other person in this country sensible of the 
impropriety of their pretensions, nor have I the most distant 
hope of succeeding in an attempt of this nature". (Cornwallis 
Correspondence iii page 263). 

As Lord Cornwallis had only promised to "recommend" 
Colonel James Cuffe (3) for a Peerage, the request was refused. 
Lord Tyrawley however, who, notwithstanding the open 
scandal of his life, had been raised to the Irish Peerage and 
sworn a member of the Irish Privy Council was 'elected', 
through the influence of the Lord Lieutenant as compensation 
for his disappointment in not getting a Peerage for his son, an 
Irish Representative Peer, thus securing for life a seat in the 
House of Lords of the Imperial Parliament, which he entered as 
a notorious adulterer, in 1803 he obtained, in addition to his 
other offices, a commissionship of Public Works, which he 
held until his death, this promotion was, of course, the result 
of a "Union Arrangement". 

In view of all the aforementioned, he must have used his 
position of power, to demand or coerce the people within the 
Irish Post Office to make Deel Castle a Post Town any time 
after he obtained his peerage in 1797, or about 1803, when he 
became Commissioner of Public Works, which in view of the 
nearness of Ballina of less than three miles, was a disgrace and 
should have been stamped on by the surveyor for the Irish Post 
Office, if one was ever allowed to go out and assess this new 
Post Town. It should also have been noticed that he lived at 

CENSORSHIP IN 
WORLD WAR II 

(Fourth part in a continuing series) 

IRISH POST AL CENSORSHIP: Its First Month 

by Charles J. G. Verge 

A month .after censorship started, a report was prepared on 
all the foreign postal packets and letters, not written in 
English, submitted for censorship during September 1939. The 
d~ta ~ontained in ~his report will be of help to the postal 
h1stonans, censorship researchers and even to the Irish social 
historian in general. 

Unfortunately, the report below is the only one I have been 
able to find in the Censorship Archives at Cathal Brugah 
Barracks. If there are others, they are not in the file. They may 
surface one day. But if they, like the file entitled Censorshjrz 
labels and Handstamos, have disappeared, what a pity for 
Irish postal history and our (my?) research. 

You will note throughout the report that the writer does not 
mince his/her words relative to the problems caused by 
handwriting and grammar or t,he problems created by some of 
th~ more uncommon languages. I have submitted the report as 
wntten and I firmly believe that the writer had no intention of 

Castle Lacken, in the parish of Lacken, Co Mayo. Post Town 
Rathlacken, 5 1/4 miles north of Killala, and that his 
application for a Post Town at Deel Castle was no more than a 
further favour for his son, and as you have read, they got away 
with it until 1830/31 when the Postal Authorities in London 
took over the running of the Irish Post Office, a day of 
reckoning then arrived for more than Lord Tyrawley and son 
for many, many more Lords, Earls and landed gentry were 
abusing the postal system in Ireland. 

Sir Edward Lees who had run the Irish Postal System for 
30 years prior to the takeover by London in 1831, 
recommended to the incoming Authorities that at least 200 
Post Towns should be reduced to Sub Offices. 

Also, consider the amount of Postal Revenue of £4.l2s.3d 
per year. It is so small that it must make the Deel Castle postal 
marking very scarce. (One hundred or so letters per year.) If 
one ever existed? Until I see proof it looks unlikely! i.e. 
Letters dropped and picked up at the Park Gate, unless it 
meant Gate House. 

One last point to consider, if you check the townland 
Ordnance Survey of Ireland Maps of 1837 for County Mayo, 
sheets 29 and 30, Map Book 1, the Park Gate or Gate House 
referred to was possibly at Knockdangan Bridge in 
Knockdangan Townland, but there were three entrances to 
Deel Castle (at A, B or C, see attached sketch) at the time the 
letler was written to the P.M.G. in June 1831: the occupier of 
Deel Castle was George Cuffe (4), the son of James (3) M.P. 
for Tralee, who died in September 1828. 

Well, whilst you ponder on this story, I think I will write IO 
"An Post": you see, I have this garden shed, oops sorry, I'll get 
back to reality they're closing Post Offices nowadays, not 
opening them, and I don't have the 'pull' with a T.D. so I'll just 
forget it. . .it was an outrageous thought, anyhow!!! • 

demeaning anybody but was intent on graphically explaining 
the problems inherent to the work to be done. These problems 
are well illustrated by the sampling technique used for the 
Hungarian letters, the letters in Japanese, Chinese, Gujerati, 
Maltese and Latvian being let in without censorship and the 
delays in processing the Dutch correspondence. 

Note, as the writer of the report did, the different writing 
style of sailors when they write to their sweethearts or to their 
wives. I guess this still is true today. 

Once again should you have comments or additional 
information please feel free to contact me at P.O. Box 2788, 
Station 'D', Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA KIP 5W8. 

With Part Five, I will provide comments received from 
readers on Parts One, Two and Three. I intend to do this on a 
regular basis if and when I received your comments and/or 
additional information on the topics I have wriUen about. It is 
important that we share such information so that we may 
enhance our knowledge of Irish Postal Censorship during~ 
Emergepcy'. 

"Report of the Foreign Correspondence 
submitted for Censorship during the month of 

September, 1939." I 

Some 19,000 letters and postcards in 24 foreign languages 
have been received. These include both incoming and outgoing 
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mails. The following table shows in detail the proportion of 
letters in each language. There is no indicatin that the volume 
of correspondence in these languages will decrease. 

Romance Languages 

Teutonic Languages 

Slavonic Languages 

Finno-Ugric Languages 

Miscellaneous 

7,500 
620 
625 

6 
1 

(French 
(Italian 
(Spanish 
(Portuguese 
(Roumanian2 

(Latin ____J 8,756 

(Dutch & Flemish 6,250 
(Getman 2,500 
(Danish & Norwegian 800 
(Swedish ·___ll 9,575 

(Cz.ech 70 
(Russian 47 
(Polish 30 
(Bulgarian 8 
(Serbo-Croatian ___j_ 160 

(Latvian 38 
(Hungarian 26 
(Finnish ____fi 70 

(Yiddish 200 
(Japanese 3 
(Gujerati 2 
{Modem Greclc 22 
(Esperanto 3 
(Maltese ---1 _ill· 

l.8..2il 

The unexpectedly large number of letters in Deutch, 
Norwegian and Flemish is explained by the fact that a high 
proportion of them are to and from sailors on ships 
temporarily berthed in Irish ports. Apart from this, however, 
there are a considerable number of Belgium, Dutch, Danish and 
Czech nationals resident in Eire and employed in various 
industries, such as Sugar Beet, Alcohol and Cement factories. 

Adequate arrangements exist for the censorship of the 
correspondence, with the exception of Dutch & Modem Greek 
(and Swedish). The whole time of at least one reader will be 
needed in Dutch. In fact, extra help will have to be given 
occasionally to the whole time officer dealing with Dutch. 
There are some 300 Dutch letters held up3, in spite of the fact 
that one officer has devoted most of her time, and Dr. Hayes an 
hour a day, to them. 

The llalian letters fall into the following classes (1) Private 
letters to and from ice-cream merchants and cafe proprietors 
resident in Eire, (2) Sailor's letters, (3) Clerical letters (4) 
Miscellaneous private and business letters. The handwriting, 
grammar and spelling of most of the letters in classes (1) and 
(2) is very bad and imposes considerable eye-strain on the 
reader. The letters in French, Spanish [,] Danish and Dutch of 
classes (1) and (2) present the same difficulty as regards 
grammar, etc. The Russian, Czech and Polish letters are nearly 
all to or from a few regular correspondents who reside in Eire. 
The Russian scripts of some of these letters presented great 
difficulties at first but as time goes on one becomes familiar 
with the handwriting of the various writers. 

In some of the less common languages it has been found 
necessary to adopt the expedient of "sampling". For example, 
in Hungarian, the actual correspondents number only two 
though they have written or received 26 leuers between them. 
Two or three of the letters of each correspondent have been read 

·and rough translations have been worked out. ~ese test letters 
having proved harmless others by the same wnter have been 
let through opened but unread. Sampling as also been appl!ed 
to the Bulgarian, Serbian and Finnish letters. The Bulganan 
and Serbian letters were.~11 to or from one correspondent. 

The Japanese, Chinese, Gujerati, Maltese and Latvian 
letters have all been let through unread. All the Latvian letters 
were to or from sailors. 

The number of letters which contain passages which it is 
advisable to delete is very small, probably less than one per 
cent. Apart from reference to ship's movements such matter is 
rarely found in the letters of sailors. Where it occurs at all it is 
more generally found in the letters of educated persons who are 
more prone to circulate rumours and discuss political and 
military questions. 

The following factors tend to increase the difficulties of 
censorship: - (a) bad writing, (b) letters of inordinate length, 
(c) the use of very thin semi-transparent note-paper, (d) 
unnecessary use of languages like Russian and Yiddish where 
English, French or German could have been used. 

The instructions issued by the Government on some of 
these matters are not followed. A considerable number of 
correspondents fail to write their names and addresses on the 
envelopes and to state the language used. Women ?Jld sailors 
writing to their sweethearts frequently write letters of five or 
six closely written pages. Sailors writing to their wives do not 
ofend in this respect Letters in Russian and Yiddish often 
contain passages in English, French or German. It is clear that 
in such cases the whole letter could have been written in 
English, French and German. 

Under the present arrangements we undertake the censoring 
of all letters in French, German, Spanish, Dutch, Danish, 
Italian, Esperanto, Flemish, Portuguese, Roumanian, Latin, 
Czech, Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, Serbian, Norwegian, 
Finnish, Hungarian and Yiddish. 

The present staff of the section consists of 9 whole-time 
_and 5 part-time officers. The whole-time officers are, without 
exception, competent and hardworking. Although, perhaps, not 
germane to this report it appears to me IO be definitely unjust 
to those officers who have been put on this work because of 
their linguistic qualifications not to compensate them in some 
way or other. Apart from the question of remuneration 
allogether the experience got by the Executive and Minor Staff 
Officers doing this work · will, to my knowledge, be a 
hindrance rather than a help for general service purposes later 
on and thus they will lose both on swings and round-abouts. 

In conclusion I wish to place on record our iJ'\debtedness to 
Miss Stephens and Dr. Hayes for their advice and assistance in 
the organisation of the work. Dr. Hayes' services are 
invaluable as he is the only person in the Service with a 
knowledge of the Slavonic group of languages. In addition to 
handling correspondence in this group his assistance and advice 
is always available when difficulties have been met within 
other languages." 

1 Censorship Archives, Ministry of National Defence, Cathal 
Brugah Barracks, Dublin. File 3n. 
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2 I have left the spelling as I found it, particularly of the 
language names, though it may not be as we spell languages 
today. 

3 This may explain some of the delays encountered in the 
receipt of correspondence as · shown on some of the covers in 
my collection. '$: 

1989-1990 
JOHN J. CLARK AWARD 

by Peg Zellers 

The John J. Clark Award•is given to a member who has 
performed some ou~standing service to the EPA. The 
Committee consisting of the last three award recipients, 
Patrick J. Ryan, Sr., Peg Zellers and Robert Corless 
unanimously selected Bill as this year's winner. 

William A. O'Connor has been unanimously selected to 
receive the John J. Clark Award for 1989-1990. He has served 
the Eire Philatelic Association as Treasurer for six (6) years. 
He took over the position in 1984, under very trying 

circumstances. Since that time he has worked steadily and 
tirelessly to improve the reporting of the EPA income and 
dispersals and the accurate status of EPA funds. 

However, this year, 1989-1990, has been one that has 
required extraordinary efforts deserving of recognition by the 
presentation of the John J. Clark Award for service to the 
Association. In order to save the EPA a large amount of funds, 
Bill researched his records and broke out the members who had 
not paid dues for 3 years, 2 years, and 1 year. These persons 
were notified of their delinquency and those who did not remit 
were then dropped from membership. This action kept these 
persons from receiving Revealers and other Association 
services free and gratis, at an untold cost to the EPA. 

Bill has also analyzed accounts of the various EPA 
activities and services and determined their fiscal viability. He 
has been able to answer the questions - "Are these activities 
profitable?" "Are they cost effective?" "Are they self 
supporting?" "Are the dues that are charged, meeting the needs 
of the EPA?" "How much does one copy of the Revealer 
cost?" Some of these questions could never be answered before 
the analysis. 

This year, Bill O'Connor has put and kept the financial 
aspect of the Eire Philatelic Association on a business like 
footing. His service to the EPA this year makes him worthy 
of the John J. Clark Award. • 

E. P.A. SPECIAi. OFFERS 

The f?llowing items may be order~d from Richard J. McBride, 153 Orchid Road, Meriden. CT 06450 U.S.A. All prices include postage and 
handling. Overseas add $1.00 per Hern for a1r mail. Make all cheq ues and mo ney o rdcr.s payable 10 Richa rd J. McBride . 

Irish Overprinl ldenlifier - A clear plastic overlay to help son out 
your overprint issues. With it is a chart giving Scott and G ibbons 
numbers and an article on identifying the overprints . Price $4.50 

Cataloa of the Postal Markings of Dublin c. 1840-1922 - Sofl 
cover booklet by William Kane . A most informative and detailed 
publication for the collector of this phase of Irish philately. A 
mus t. Price $3.00 

Die Mellenslempel Der lrischen Posl - (The Mileage Marks of 
Ireland) 1808-1839 by Hans G . Moxter . 1985 Edition . 64pp. Text 
in G erman and English. Published by FAI, the Irish P hila1elic 
Group in Germany . Most informative and well illustrated. A com
plete listing of all known Irish mileage ma rks . Price $3 .50 

Ireland • Catalogue or Perfins - compiled and edited by Richard 
L. Mcwhinney. Published by The Perfins Club • 1984. 34 pp. 
punched for 3 ring binder. T he cata logue is designed for use as an 
album as well as catalogue. Only observed Perfins are ca talogued . 
Also, 2 pages o f suspected o r previously reported designs. Price 
S6.50 

fhe Adhesive Rennue S1amps of Ireland: 1858-1925 - Ja mes J. 
Brady's detailed study of the Irish Revenue Sta mps. All a re in 
easy-to-follow ca talog form with ma ny details. A must fo r the 
Auc tio n. Price $2.2S 

E.P.A. Rubber Stamp - The Offic ial Seal of the Associa tion as 
seen on the fro nt of a ll o fficia l Societ y pa pers has been made into a 
rubber stamp available to our members. Dress up your envelopes 
a nd correspondence. Sold only to members at $6.00 

James Hoban Chapter Booklet - Produced to commemorate 
AMERI PEX, ST AMPE X and VAPEX '86. Buff cover with the 
EPA sea l o n the front and the White House o n 1he back in g reen. 
Contains a pa ir o f the E ire 1985 Love stam ps . Production Limit 
300. Price $2.25 

The Maltese Cross In Ireland - by Hans G. Moxter 1988 Edition . 
Published b y FAI , text o f the 80 page book is in both G erman and 
English . T his is probably the mos1 comprehensive review o f this 
posl mark to date. Price $7 .50. 

Undated Namestamps of Ireland 1823-1860 - by Willia m Kane. 
This bo okle t has been produced by FAI of West Germany. In 
English and G erma n and records the colo urs, periods o f usage o n 
·he various types o f unda ted na mestamps. Price $3.75 

"Die Ganzsachen lrlands" - (T he Pos1al S1a1io ncry o r Ireland) 
by Otto Jung. 1990 Edilion, Text in German & English . P ublished 
by FA!, the Irish Philatelic G roup in Germany . T his new edition is 
by far the mo st .specia lized a nd authoritative and gives a very com
plete listing o f Irish po stal .qationery a vailable . Well illustrated. 
P rices for mint and used in DM, IR4 & US$. Price $10.00 

The Post Office.~ and D11te.~lamps of lhe Counly of Leitrim -
O riginal study of Dr. Brian de Burca, updated by .lames T . 
Howley. A very informative boo k showing 72 illustralio ns of 
handstamps, a map a nd descriptio ns o f pos1 o ffice lociuions. A 
very useful item for po stmark and pos1al history buffs. Publi.shed 
by E PA, 23 pages., P rice $6.00 

Irish Poslul Rates Before 11140 - by F.E. Dixon. P roduced by FAl 
it is in G erman and English . This publicatio n lis1s the Irish P ostal 
Ra tes fro m 1657 to I 840. A superb guide for Po stal Histo rians. 
Price $4.00 

The Maritime Postmarks of Ireland - by Bernt Dienelt. P ublished 
by FAI it is the fi rst o f three booklets on the subject. A n excellent 
re ference for collecto rs of Paquebo t and Marit ime Postma rks. 
Printed in German and English . Price $4.50 

E.P.A. Official Pin - A handsome meta l pin replica o f t he 
E .P.A . lo go. A vaila ble to m embers o nly a t $1.25 each. 

A Listing of Irish Postmarks in Gaelic from 1922 - by James T . 
H owley . Produced by the E .P .A., Irish Postmarks are listed 
alphabet ically in G aelic with t heir English translations. II is a most 
comprehensive Guide to post ma rks available . 82pps $6.00. 

THE REVt:ALER INDEX - by Pa trick J . Ryan . Sr. A co m
prehensive index of a ll p hilatelic a rt icles appearing in THE 
REVEALER from the fi rst issue through the end o f 1985 . Articles 
are listed by subject maucr. Co st: US & Canada SS .75 o thers: 
$10.00. 

An Introduction of Iris h Mileage Marks - by W. E. Davey. 
Published by the E PA, 1989 Edition , 22 pages . An excellent book 
for the beginning collec tor o f Irish Mileage Marks. Price $5.00. 

SOCAL Souvenir C ard - commemo rating the l 50th anniversa ry 
o f the Pos1age S1amp a nd the 40t h A nniversary o f the EPA. A 
handsome card in green & black on white background depic1 ing 
the penny black & the EPA logo. Cards a rc numbered to 300. Price 
$1.25. 


